Walked to and from Northwestern and Purdue
Earn 16 Team Raffle Tickets
Approximately 4 miles/person/day

#geekswithcheeks
1 Lucky Guy?
3 Gals and a Guy
4 Girls and a Guy
5 RTs & a PhD 2 B
8WD Sassy Steppers
A few people who got together
AAA SBM AAA SBM
ACAMS
Active In Arps
Active in Arps Too
AfterHours ART
Agony of De Feet
Alvum Ambulatories
Ambulators
Are we there yet?
Arsenic and Old Shoelace
Asics Chicks
Awesome
Beat Dan
Beat Team 1
Big Booms
Big Brother & Sisters
Boltin’ To Raise A Little Health
Bookin’ It
Breaking Flab
Bringing the JUICE!!
Bronching Buckeyes
BTW Circulators 2013
Bubba Gump Shrimp Co.
Buckettes
Buckettier Footsteppers
Buckeye Bio B
Buckeye Fitnatics
Buckeye Team Challengers
BuckeyeLunchBuddies
BuckISE's
Buffet Busters!
Butter my Biscuit and call me a Walker!
CAPS Crew
Capt. Joey's Baby Kangaroos
CarePoint East Skeleton Crew
CC ladies
CCEC Crushers
CCL Dream Team Plus 2
ChainGANG
Chemically Imbalanced
Cincy Buckeyes
Cleveland Rocks, Cuyahoga Walks!
CMIS-Fits
Collective Sole
Comp Class Heros
Corpse Corps
Crazy Honey Badgers
Dayton Holey Walkamolies
DC
Delaware pumpkin pickers
Destined for Greatness
DFP Mile Makers
Dodd's Diamonds Dodd's Diamonds
Dream Heme Team
Dynamical Systas
Eat Our Dust
Evil Smashers
Eyes on the Road
FAHRP's Thundering Herd
Fanciest Frogs
Fiscally Fit
Fit Newtons
From the beginning to the end
Gail's Gals
GoHealthy
Gray and Scarlet Team
Guttriders
Halterman Hall Hoofers
Happy Feet
Hilliard Pavement Dominators 1
HIMS Plus 2
Hitchcock Buckeyes
Holy Walkomolie!
Homer's Ladies
Hot Steppers!
I Like Turtles III
Inside the Plane
Jabberwocky Polecats
Jones'ing for a Win
Kick Asphalt
Kickin Asphalt
Late Night Painkillers
Lean Bean Counters
Leg Warmers
LEGZ-McM L
Let's Get Fiscal
Lose the Caboose
Marion Blister Sisters
Marion-Delaware Movers and Shakers
Missing Inaction
Mobile Monkeys
Moody Kids Team 2
Mr. Fix It and the Ms. Fits
Nanotech West
Nerk Striders
Never Say Quit
OME OH MYS
One Step Ahead
ORCnados!
P.O.W. (Power of Women)
Pathology Trailblazers
Pavement Pounders
People with Appropriate Levels of Confidence
pink ladies
Polaris 4
Politically Correct
PopSciWalkers
Powering to Pasadena
Psyched for Fitness
Pultz's Posse
Rack Pack
Raising a Little Health
Raving Fans
Realigned
Regional Advancement Road Warriors
Resistance is Futile
road kill
Roaming Eyes Roaming Eyes
RX Money
Schott N' Awe
SICU Qi ON THE MOVE
Sleep Walkers
Smooth Jazz (AKA we love Kenny G)
Social Work Roadies
Sole Sisters
Sole Splitters S
sore footers
Sparky
Squeeze Squad
Steps for Sarcoma Team Black
Street Walkers
Sugar Nutz
TCO Turf Trekkers
Team Fantastic
The BRAINiacs
The Breast Team Ever
The Calculating Crunching Crusaders
The Dashing Dockanaros
The Flakers
The Globe Trotters
The Head Cases T
The Hoofbeats
The James Data Dolls
The Misfits
The Molar Milers
The Proclaimers T
The Random Walkers
The RegiStars
The Road Less Taken
The Rovinators
The Scarlets and Gary
The Sharpies
The Track Counsel
The Transplant Trekkers
Thighsman Trophy Candidates
those people
thunder-cougar-falcon-birds
toe taggers
TRAMJ
Transplant Trotters
TrekTechs
Twisted Sisters
twORCing
U Hallers
Union County Fab Five!
Urology Steppers - We're in 1st, Urine Last
Voluntolds
Wacky Walkers
Walk a mile in our shoes
Walkin Tacos
walking champions
Walking Digits
Walking on Sunshine
Walking Women Warriors
We like to move it! move it!
We Make Food For You
We Mean Business
What the E.F.?
What you walkin bout Willis?
Wired walkers
You signed me up for what?
Young & Breathless